GWARIOW-ROL RAG KYNSA GRADH
1. Y’N ARGHANTTI
You are in a bank in Newquay. The cashier greets you. You hand over a bag and ask her to fill it with
used notes. He/she asks if you have an account number. You say you haven’t, but you do have a
gun………..

2.

Y’N JYNN EBRENN

You are on a plane flying from Newquay to London, and start looking around for something. A
steward/stewardess asks what the matter is, and you reply that your pet adder has escaped from your
hand luggage…..

3.

Y’N GWERTHJI ENYVAL DOV

You are in a pet shop in Newquay. You ask the assistant what animals they have. They say they have
a giraffe. You say that’s too tall. They say they have an elephant. You say that’s too big…..

4.

Y’N GORSAV

You are at the ticket window in Newquay railway station. You ask for a ticket to the moon. The
assistant says it’s not in his system, and asks where it is. You tell him. You say you think Richard
Branson had started selling tickets…..

5.

ORTH STALL KESVA

You approach the Kesva book stall at the Pennseythun. You ask if they’ve got the latest book by John
Grisham. They say they haven’t, they’ve only got books in Cornish. What about Terry Pratchett? No.
What do they have?…..

6.

Y’N BOESTI PYMPTHEK

You go to the ‘15’ restaurant, where Jamie Oliver is cooking. He asks you what you want to eat. You
tell him. He cooks it for you…

7.

AN GERLYVER NOWYTH

Someone from the Kesva approaches you to help with the new dictionary. They ask if you know any
words beginning with ‘A’. You tell him one. He asks what it means. You tell him. He asks if you know
any others….
8.

OW KORTOS YN TEWYNN PLEUSTRI

You decide to stay in Newquay for a few days to go surfing, instead of going back to work in
Birmingham. You phone your boss to say you are ill. He is suspicious, and asks if he can hear seagulls
in the background…..

9.

STALL MAGA

Someone from Maga asks if you would help to ‘man’ their stall at a forthcoming event. You ask what it
would involve. They say that you would need to stand in a muddy field for 12 hours trying to explain to
people looking for the beer tent why they should learn Cornish. You don’t want to do it and make an
excuse…..

